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Overview
BlockSocDAO is a global community of Web 3.0 curious students and advocates
who are passionate about educating themselves in various domains relating to
blockchain technology. Our foundational motives are to provide education and
career pathways for students into Web 3.0 by offering a unique platform that
allows students to gain industry experience, build portfolios and break into a
career in the web3 ecosystem.
Blockchain is one of the fastest-growing technologies in human history, creating
a substantial amount of jobs across multiple industries. BlockSocDAO is helping
to bring students from all disciplines into this captivating career, meeting the
demand for college and university graduate talent.
BlockSoc is leveraging a DAO (Decentralised Autonomous Organisation) structure
as we value the power of students to operate together as one. We are focusing on
innovation and inclusion on a global scale and aspire to provide an equal level of
ownership and opportunities to all students. BlockSocDAO will be co-created
together and will allow for everyone to share the upside.
We believe operating as an organisation run transparently and democratically
with equal voting rights can build a community where the needs of all students
are taken into consideration. Inclusion is central to our core ethos, and our vision
is to facilitate the creation of a global brain of students from colleges all over the
globe who can come together to make the best decisions collectively and
prepare for the future of work in blockchain and web3.

Our DAO will consist of three tiers:

TIER 1

Will provide access to all basic educational content and courses.
BlockSoc will also be running online and in-person events like
our guest speakers series, Cryptoasset evaluations, workshops,
hackathons, NFT competitions and social events like
blockparties.

TIER 2

Once you have passed the screening process and obtained an
NFT you can enter into one of our seven guilds: Creative (NFTs),
Gaming, Research, Business/Finance, Legal, Enterprise, and
Developer, where you will have the opportunity to carry out
mock bounties, build your portfolio and vote on and make
proposals within your guild.

TIER 3

Encompasses BlockSoc Innovation hub where students and
recent graduates will have the opportunity to work in our startup incubation program. We will provide all the funding and
support necessary to bring your idea to fruition. Tier 3 students
can also carry out real bounties outsourced by BlockSocDAO.

At BlockSocDAO we are striving forward with 5 values in mind:

1. Community: We want to create a
community that caters for students
from diverse backgrounds and
disciplines
2. Careers: We want to provide career
opportunities for students by funneling
them with top Web3 companies.
3. Social: Meeting people is what college
is all about. We want to create
meetups where like-minded people
have the opportunity to share their
views and socialise with one another.
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4. Collective decision making: We value
the voice of every student member of
BlockSocDAO, and we want them to
have the capacity to get involved with
the decision making process through
voting on and creating proposals.
5. Accessibility: Whether students are
blockchain experts or have no prior
knowledge, we want to make BlockSoc
a place where can learn, build and grow
together.
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